
Love’s Destiny introduces Naeerah, a somewhat naïve young woman, whose entire life’s schedule is 
suddenly interrupted by a chance meeting with a Christian rock star named Luke.

She’s immediately thrown into the spotlight of being a rock star’s girlfriend and all that lifestyle entails. Her 
father is not happy with their relationship because he fears it will take her off course. Defying her father, 
she moves to Luke’s hometown for a chance to get to know him better, only to find out when she gets 
there that she doesn’t fit the mold of what those closest to Luke would like to see him with.

Through a whirlwind of dramatic circumstances, she’s forced back home with her parents and is sepa-
rated from the love of her life. Will divine destiny unfold in their lives when there seems to be no hope?
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ExCERPT FROM lOVE’S DESTINy”

“We’re each only given
one lifetime here on earth.
And that lifetime is
indeed what we make of it
with God’s help.
There are many paths that
may lead us to different destinations
in our lifetime,
some good, some not so good.
If we’re fortunate enough
in the lifetime we’re given
we can find that one path
that will lead us
to our divine destiny
and that’s the cake.
But if we’re truly fortunate,
we can also find that one person,
our soul mate, if you wish,
who will love us unconditionally,
faults and all
and journey along with us on this
God-given path.
Finding our one true love
during our one lifetime
makes the burdens more bearable,
the adventures more breath-taking
and the sweet times like candy
because we have
someone to share it with.
After all, our lifetime was meant
to be shared,
and that is definitely
the icing on the cake.”

BOOK REVIEW

AAMBC Book Review
Reviewer’s Name: Maria Marshall-Bean
Rated 3 out of 5

Review:
Love’s Destiny is a good read.  Author Ngozi M. Obi 
has great potential. Throughout the story I felt as 
though I was reading a fairytale.  The way the ro-
mance developed between the two main characters 
proved how overly naive Naeerah was.  I have to give 
the author credit though. I can appreciate the inno-
cence of love and the devotion the characters have 
to God. This was a breath of fresh air. I would recom-
mend Love’s Destiny because it  showed that stand-
ing by your convictions and living by God’s word is 
not a thing of the past. 



1. In the book Luke says he knew Naeerah was the one for him the moment he saw her. Do you 
believe in love at first sight?

2. When it comes to love & marriage, do you believe God has one person He’s created for us or many 
people who fit the bill for us to pick from?

3. What’s your take on interacial relationships since Luke and Naeerah are an interacial couple?

4. Naeerah’s father threatened to disown her if she married Luke.  Do you value your parents’ opinion 
when it comes to who to date or marry or even just living life in general? Should it matter what they 
think?
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